570 - TREE IDENTIFICATION
by George Symonds
Pictorial reference to identifying trees by checking leaves, buds, branches, fruit and bark. Like its sister publication, SHRUB IDENTIFICATION, popular and botanical names are listed with index tabs for easy reference. $14.95

570 - TREE MAINTENANCE
by Pascal Pirone
The fourth edition of this guide for anyone involved in the care and treatment of trees. Special sections on tree abnormalities, diagnosing tree troubles, non-parasitic injuries and assessing the suitability of different trees. $49.95

405 - WOODY ORNAMENTALS
by Panyka, Joyner, Reimer-Schoppe, Carver
Illustrates plant identification characteristics. Organized in two basic sections: plant identification and plant disorders, this text utilizes 430 color photos, 430 line drawings and 45 black and white photos to simplify identification. $32.50

345 - COST DATA FOR LANDSCAPE
CONSTRUCTION 1988
Kathleen W. Kerr, Editor
An updated unit cost data reference for designers and cost estimators. Developed to fill the tremendous need for detailed landscape construction cost data. Laid out in easy-to-use CGI format. Annual. $35.00

300 - LANDSCAPE DESIGN: A
PRACTICAL APPROACH
by Leroy Hannebaum
Geared for the commercial designer/salesperson, this is a one-stop guide to the landscape design process. Covers the entire highly competitive field including design analysis techniques, pointers on land forms, specialized business landscaping methods, environmental design guidelines, specifications, estimations, bids. $37.00

305 - LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
by James R. Feucht and Jack D. Butler
Planting and Maintenance of Trees, Shrubs, and Turfgrasses. Describes the basic principles of cultural management of installed landscapes. The important factors of plant growth, soils and fertilizers, improved planting techniques and new pruning techniques, integrated pest and disease management, and spray-equipment calibration and care are all featured. $29.95

565 - WEEDS
by Walter M. Meinscher
Second edition. Premier text for identification and basic natural history for weeds found in the continental United States and Canada. Ecological data on weed biology combined with excellent keys and plant descriptions make this an essential reference book. $39.95

125 - SCIENTIFIC GUIDE TO PEST
CONTROL OPERATIONS
by Tracy L. Bennett, Butts
Provides a sound basis for studying the technical aspects of pest control. Covers pesticides, safety, health and environmental concerns, equipment, flies and mosquitoes, rats and mice, birds and much more. $35.00

500 - THE 1988 PESTICIDE
DIRECTORY
by Lori Thomson Harvey and W.T. Thompson
A guide to Producers and Products, Regulators, Researchers and Associations in the United States. For the person who needs to know anything in the United States pesticide industry. Includes Basic Manufacturers and Formulators with their products, key personnel, managers, district/regional offices, and other pertinent information. For United States pesticide information in one place, this directory is a must. $75.00